
Électronégative to bond compound 
2 mass proportions must agree with time.  
(-e,e,e!) —> E,U.  
 
Hydronucliede within a mass makeup. One electronegative charge (-e) suvdivides or reduces at 
eyesight the spatial distance between mass [distinction] (of sound) + energy proportion. Which 
takes equilateral provision (of its units 5’ its sub particles release alternative R phace: pii[я]). Its 
red:red territorial fixed ration (irrational to rational thinking)—> blushing; to magnify 
electromagnetic waves under electromagnetic light —> skin. Of its [3] layers [-r] which reduces 
oxygen by doubling the amount of electromagnetic waves time has to simplex. Depth 
perception. In unique fields of gravity.  
 
Subatomitry. Al.  
Can only hold so much [massן]( cancer to an electromagnetic cell at 3° ration) in Unit Weight I 
per square unit (massitivity) in 8() which is off balance. The amount of fluoride in a cell can 
cause serotonin levels to increase per Iodine —-> reducing the amount of friction thé diameter 
spreads between her legs** [i + I] of instinctual behavior. Therefore, to equivocate, iodine, needs 
(2) electromagnetic charges to be punished by circulatory motion to equivocate electrical 
wavelength [nature] pressure to its [enoid]. Thé spatial Instance (mega negative charge 
between thé affect and the energy of serotonin alone; or in [void] planetary [-n] releases 
nitrogen. As charges to personalized (-a) areas of |2| of the mind to non-existent or 
non-]extinctive (sub x) atomic mass [i + I] under its skin [3]. Thé soûl circumference IS the area 
declined. (Area circumference to Matter).  
 
Before biology can take instance into its equation, the [difference] is between man, beta, and 
the électronégative charges + sunlight. E5^3.  
(d’)El/5@⅓.{  
аll reflective weight is in thé ion retainer 2.5 it’s light angle to the serotonin degree to proportion 
of Y. Which is ½ mass in an area difference 32.5 distinctively.  

Sunlight variations to carbon [net weight] 3.5ф 
92.8° 8 = i sinן[grayscale to subatomica  

 
Single celled anemia  

 
Thé à in behaviors. 0mm in molecular form must agree with proportion in learning channels [q] 
whis IS the median component to (U,E) because it only squares at hormones. Which is 
serotonin in force fields fן in 6(:ןoo(L))neuronic wavelengths.  
Which is the placenta in molecular form 12(m0:(ן. Of neon in 0 molecular units because Hןm°. 
Squared of light. [x miles of xY Light [sub] g4].  
 

Faith.  



Électronégative connectivity without it is 0g4 —> thé decrease of circulatory rhythm in chloride 
to the électronégative pulse under thé retinal of thé Eyes. To molecules in pure form. Neurons 

reduces speed (heat).  Щ.  


